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SUMMARY

Proper morphogenesis of dendrites plays a funda-
mental role in the establishment of neural circuits.
The molecular mechanism by which dendrites grow
highly complex branches is not well understood.
Here, using the Caenorhabditis elegans PVD neuron,
we demonstrate that high-order dendritic branching
requires actin polymerization driven by coordinated
interactions between two membrane proteins,
DMA-1 and HPO-30, with their cytoplasmic interac-
tors, the RacGEF TIAM-1 and the actin nucleation
promotion factor WAVE regulatory complex (WRC).
The dendrite branching receptor DMA-1 directly
binds to the PDZ domain of TIAM-1, while the clau-
din-like protein HPO-30 directly interacts with the
WRC. On dendrites, DMA-1 and HPO-30 form a
receptor-associated signaling complex to bring
TIAM-1 and the WRC to close proximity, leading to
elevated assembly of F-actin needed to drive high-
order dendrite branching. The synergistic activation
of F-actin assembly by scaffolding distinct actin reg-
ulators might represent a general mechanism in pro-
moting complex dendrite arborization.

INTRODUCTION

Dendrite morphogenesis, especially the formation of highly

branched dendritic arbors, is essential for the establishment of

neural circuits throughout the nervous system. Genetic and cell

biological studies showed that dendrite arborization requires

both extrinsic and intrinsic mechanisms, including ligand-recep-
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tor signaling, transcription regulation, cytoskeleton remodeling,

and membrane trafficking (Dong et al., 2015; Jan and Jan,

2010). Several extrinsic cues and cell surface receptors have

been identified as important guidancemolecules for dendrite for-

mation. For example, the secreted protein semaphorin 3A

(Sema3A) attracts the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons to

grow toward the pial surface in the mammalian cortex (Polleux

et al., 2000). The cell adhesion receptors DSCAM and protocad-

herin act as homophilic repulsive cues to mediate the self-avoid-

ance of dendrites in Drosophila and mammalian neurons

(Hughes et al., 2007; Lefebvre et al., 2012; Matthews et al.,

2007; Soba et al., 2007).

Within dendrites, the actin cytoskeleton acts as a major struc-

tural component to drive morphogenesis (Jan and Jan, 2010).

The Rho family GTPase Rac plays a critical role in regulating

actin reorganization needed for dendrite branching (Andersen

et al., 2005; Emoto et al., 2004; Luo, 2000). Activated Rac binds

to the actin nucleation promotion factor WAVE regulatory com-

plex (WRC), which, in turn, stimulates the Arp2/3 complex to

polymerize actin (Chen et al., 2010, 2017; Eden et al., 2002; Is-

mail et al., 2009). The activity of Rac is controlled by various

Rac-specific guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and

GTPase activating proteins (GAPs). Several RacGEFs (e.g.,

Trio and Tiam1) have been shown to be important for dendrite

morphogenesis (Iyer et al., 2012; Tolias et al., 2005). A large

body of research on neuron morphogenesis supports the idea

that links between membrane receptors and GEFs and GAPs

serve as major means to relay receptor signaling to the actin

cytoskeleton in axon guidance and dendrite formation (Dent

et al., 2011; Huber et al., 2003). For example, UNC-40/DCC

andNMDA receptor are both linked to Tiam1 to regulate actin re-

modeling in axon guidance and development of dendritic arbors

and spines (Demarco et al., 2012; Tolias et al., 2005). Further-

more, the WRC could potentially connect many receptors to

actin through its direct interaction with a short peptide motif,
by Elsevier Inc.
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named the WRC interacting receptor sequence (WIRS), found in

the intracellular domains (ICDs) of a large variety of membrane

proteins (Chen et al., 2014a). This interaction was shown to be

important for the cell adhesion receptor SYG-1 to control actin

assembly at the presynaptic terminals of the Caenorhabditis

elegans HSN neuron to drive axon branching and synapse for-

mation (Chia et al., 2014). However, whether dendrites use

similar mechanisms to control the remodeling of actin is largely

unknown.

Recently, several groups, including ours, have started to use

the C. elegans multi-dendritic PVD neurons as a model system

to dissect the molecular mechanisms of dendrite development.

During larval development, PVD elaborates complex and stereo-

typed dendritic arbors by sequentially adding primary (1�), sec-
ondary (2�), tertiary (3�) and quaternary (4�) dendrites (Figures

1A and 1B) (Smith et al., 2010). The 3� branches grow precisely

along the border of the outer body wall muscles, while the 4�

branches innervate the narrow space between the epidermis

and the body wall muscles, suggesting that the epidermal and

muscle tissues provide guidance cues to regulate branch forma-

tion (Albeg et al., 2011). Indeed, a multi-protein ligand-receptor

complex has been identified as an extrinsic cue in guiding PVD

dendrite morphogenesis (Diaz-Balzac et al., 2016; Dong et al.,

2013; Salzberg et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2016). This complex con-

sists of the cell adhesion molecules SAX-7/L1CAM and MNR-1/

Menorin, which are enriched in epidermis; the chemotaxin LECT-

2/LECT2, which is secreted by the body wall muscle cells; and

the cell adhesion receptor DMA-1, which is specifically ex-

pressed in PVD dendrites. SAX-7 forms a striped pattern on

epidermis that correlates with the location of the 3� and 4�

branches (Dong et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2015; Salzberg et al.,

2013), whereas the epidermis-specific expression of MNR-1

specifies the attachment points for PVD dendrites (Dong et al.,

2013; Salzberg et al., 2013). Both genetic and biochemical ex-

periments support a model where the three ligand proteins

from the epidermis/muscle cells, including SAX-7, MNR-1, and

LECT-2, simultaneously bind to the extracellular domain of the

dendrite-specific receptor DMA-1, leading to the formation of

an inter-cellular complex that specifies the precise location of

dendritic arborization (Diaz-Balzac et al., 2016; Liu and Shen,

2012; Zou et al., 2016). However, it remains unknown how this

extrinsic cue is transmitted through DMA-1 to instruct intracel-

lular signaling in the PVD neuron and, subsequently, drive

dendrite branching.

In addition to DMA-1, a dendrite-specific, claudin-like trans-

membrane protein, HPO-30, was also identified as an essential

regulator of PVD dendritic branching (Smith et al., 2013). Loss

of hpo-30 results in a severe defect in dendrite morphogenesis

similar to the dma-1 mutants (Smith et al., 2013). Claudins are

transmembrane proteins important for the establishment and

function of tight junctions in mammals, through both cis and

trans interactions (Krause et al., 2008). In addition to their major

roles in tight-junction formation, claudinsmay play a role inmedi-

ating signaling. For example, Claudin-1 has been shown to act as

a co-receptor for the hepatitis C virus during a late step of viral

entry (Evans et al., 2007). It is not known how HPO-30 mediates

signaling to control dendrite branching.

Here, we address the above questions of how extrinsic cues

are connected to intracellular signaling to control actin remodel-
ing and dendrite branching. Our genetic and biochemical results

demonstrate that dendritic branching requires actin assembly

driven by cooperative interactions between dendritic membrane

proteins DMA-1 and HPO-30 and the actin regulators RacGEF

TIAM-1 and the WRC. The ICDs of DMA-1 and HPO-30 directly

bind to TIAM-1 and the WRC, respectively. DMA-1 and HPO-30

interact with each other to form a receptor-associated signaling

complex, leading to co-recruitment of TIAM-1 and the WRC to

the dendritic membranes and synergistic enhancement of

F-actin assembly to facilitate formation of highly branched

dendritic arbors.

RESULTS

Formation of High-Order Dendrites Requires the
Assembly of Filamentous Actin and Actin Regulators
TIAM-1 and the WRC
To understand the molecular mechanisms that control the for-

mation of highly branched dendrites during development, we

used the multi-dendritic PVD sensory neurons inC. elegans (Fig-

ure 1A) as amodel and performed both unbiased forward genetic

screens and candidate-based screens. Our forward genetic

screens identified wy917 as a mutant that affected the dendritic

branching of PVD neurons. Compared with the wild-type con-

trols (Figure 1B), the wy917 mutant animals showed simplified

arbors with normal 1� dendrites but significantly reduced

numbers of the 2�, 3�, and 4� dendrites (Figures 1C and 1F–

1H). Using standard genetic mapping and cloning methods, we

identified the causative mutation in wy917 as a single base pair

change, which resulted in a G151E mutation in the ACT-4A pro-

tein. The act-4 gene encodes an isoform of actin, and the G151

amino acid residue is completely conserved throughout evolu-

tion (not shown). A mutation in the equivalent position (G152A)

in the human skeletal muscle a-actin gene (ACTA1) was identi-

fied to cause a severe congenital myopathy in an infant patient

(Ravenscroft et al., 2011). This mutation gave rise to abnormal

assembly and mislocalization of actin rods both in vivo and

in vitro (Ravenscroft et al., 2011), suggesting that the G151E mu-

tation identified here in act-4 may analogously impair actin as-

sembly. The defect of dendrite formation could be fully rescued

using a PVD-specific promoter (ser2prom3) to drive expression

of the wild-type act-4 in PVD neurons, suggesting that act-4

acts in a cell-autonomous manner (Figures S1A and S1D–S1F).

Paralleling our unbiased genetic screening, our candidate-

based screen identified two additional genes important to PVD

dendritic branching. These include tiam-1, a conserved RacGEF,

and gex-3, which encodes the homolog of mammalian Nap1, a

component of the WRC. Similar to the act-4 mutation, loss of

either tiam-1 or gex-3 dramatically reduced high-order dendrite

branches, with tiam-1 primarily affecting the 3� and 4� dendrites
and gex-3 affecting all of the 2�, 3�, and 4� dendrites (Figures 1D–
1H) (Smith et al., 2010). In contrast, a mutation in wsp-1, the or-

tholog of another actin regulator WASP, did not lead to any PVD

dendrite morphology defects, indicating that the WRC is selec-

tively involved in PVD dendrite morphogenesis (data not shown).

Both tiam-1 and gex-3 act cell autonomously in PVD neurons,

since the observed defects could be similarly rescued by PVD-

specific re-expression of tiam-1 and gex-3, respectively (Figures

S1B–S1F). Together, these results suggest that formation of
Developmental Cell 45, 362–375, May 7, 2018 363
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Figure 1. act-4, tiam-1, and gex-3 Are Required for Dendrite Branching in PVD Neurons

(A) Schematic showing the morphology of PVD dendritic arbors. Lateral view with anterior on left and dorsal up is shown. The same orientation is used for all

fluorescent images in this work.

(B–E) Representative confocal images showing the morphologies of PVD dendritic arbors labeled by a transgene ser2prom3>myr-gfp, in (B) wild-type, (C) act-

4(wy917), (D) tiam-1(tm1556), and (E) gex-3(zu196) animals at late L4 stage. The most anterior and posterior parts are not shown. All PVD neuron fluorescence

images in this work are labeled and presented by the same means unless otherwise noted. Arrows: 4� branches in the wild-type animals. Arrowheads: 2�

branches that failed to form 4� or even 3� branches. Scale bar represents 50 mm.

(F–H) Quantifications of the number of 2�, 3�, and 4� branches in a region 100 mm anterior to the PVD cell body. Data were obtained using 20 animals for each

genotype and are presented as mean ± SEM. One-sided ANOVA with Dunnett’s test was used for statistical analysis. ***p < 0.0001. n.s., not significant.

(I–N) Representative fluorescent images showing expression of GFP::actin during PVD dendrite branching and growth at indicated developmental stages. PVD

was labeled by a transgene ser2prom3>mcherry. Arrows: dendrites with enriched GFP::actin. Scale bar represents 50 mm.

(O) Quantifications of the ratio of GFP::ACT-1 andmCherry intensity between 3� and 1� branches. Thirty-five 3� branches and seven primary dendrites from seven

independent L3 stage animals were measured and the results are presented as mean ± SEM.

See also Figures S1 and S2.
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highly branched dendrites in PVD neurons depends on proper

actin assembly and requires the function of both TIAM-1 and

the WRC.

To directly visualize the distribution of the actin cytoskeleton

during dendrite formation, we generated a ser2prom3>gfp::

act-1 transgene. At the mid-L3 stage, when the 3� dendrites

started branching off the 2� dendrites, GFP::actin was enriched

in the 2� and 3� dendrites compared with the 1� dendrite (Figures
1I–1K and 1O), whereas similar measurements of a cytosolic

PVD>mcherry transgene showed no enrichment in the 3� den-

drites (Figures 1I–1K and 1O). Similarly, at late L3 and early L4

stage when 4� branches started to form, GFP::actin was en-

riched in the 3� and 4� dendrites compared with the 1� and 2�

dendrites (Figures 1L–1N). We also analyzed a transgene

PVD>lifeact::gfp, which specifically labels the filamentous actin

(F-actin) in the PVD neurons (Riedl et al., 2008). Similar to the

GFP::actin strategy, Lifeact::GFP was also transiently enriched

in newly formed dendrites (Figure S2), suggesting that the

observed enrichment of GFP::actin was mostly F-actin. These

results corroborate the notion that actin assembly acts as a

driving force during PVD dendrite formation.

The Intracellular Domain of DMA-1 Interacts with
TIAM-1 and Is Required for Dendritic Branching
As a receptor for extrinsic dendritic branching signals, DMA-1

forms an inter-cellular complex by simultaneously binding to

two membrane proteins on epidermis cells, SAX-7 and MNR-1,

and the chemotactic molecule LECT-2 secreted from muscle

cells (Diaz-Balzac et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2013; Salzberg

et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2016). DMA-1 is a single-transmembrane

protein. It contains a large extracellular domain consisting of 15

leucine-rich repeat (LRR) units, which directly interacts with

SAX-7, MNR-1, and LECT-2 (Liu and Shen, 2012; Zou et al.,

2016). DMA-1 also contains a short ICD of 73 amino acid resi-

dues with unknown functions. To understand whether the

DMA-1 ICD is important for dendritic arbor development, we

tested if expression of a DMA-1 construct that lacked the ICD

(DMA-1 DICD) could rescue the dendrite branching phenotype

in dma-1 null mutant animals. In contrast to the expression of

full-length DMA-1, which fully rescued the defects in high-order

dendrite formation (Figures 2A–2C and 2G–2I), transgenic ani-

mals expressing DMA-1 DICD showed a dramatic reduction of
Figure 2. Interaction between the Cytoplasmic Tail of DMA-1 and TIAM

(A–F) Representative confocal images showing themorphologies of PVD dendritic

branches that failed to form 4� or even 3� branches. Four distinct constructs were u

the intracellular domain (D), full-length DMA-1 with a C-terminal GFP fusion (E), an

bar represents 50 mm.

(G–I) Quantification of the number of 2�, 3�, and 4� branches in a region 100 mm

genotype and are presented as mean ± SEM. One-sided ANOVA with Tukey test

significant.

(J) Coomassie-blue-stained SDS-PAGEgel showing pull-down assay usingGST o

input lanes were loaded with 8 pmol of the prey proteins. Open arrowhead indic

(K and L) Representative confocal images showing the labeling of TIAM-1::G

TIAM-1::GFP. Scale bar represents 50 mm.

(M and N) Representative confocal images showing the morphologies of PVD den

represents 50 mm.

(O) Quantifications of the number of 4� branches in a region 100 mmanterior to the

genotype and are presented as mean ± SEM. One-sided ANOVA with Tukey test

See also Figures S3–S5.
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the 4� dendrites and a milder, albeit significant, reduction of

the 3� branches (Figures 2D and 2G–2I). Interestingly, expression

of a full-length DMA-1 with a GFP tag fused to the C terminus of

the ICD (DMA-1::GFP) similarly failed to restore the formation of

the 3� and 4� branches in dma-1 null mutants (Figures 2E and

2G–2I). Note that both DMA-1 DICD::GFP and DMA-1::GFP

were detected on the dendritic membranes, suggesting that

the observed defects from deleting the intracellular domain or

fusing a GFP to the C terminus of DMA-1 were not due to protein

folding or trafficking (Figures S3A and S3B). This result was

corroborated by our CRISPR/Cas9 knock-in animals, in which

we removed the ICD or fused a C-terminal ZF1::YFP in the

endogenous locus of dma-1 (DMA-1 DICDendo and DMA-1::

YFPendo, respectively). These two strains exhibited a similar

reduction of the 4� dendrites compared with the transgenic

strains (Figures S4A–S4E). Together, these results suggest that

DMA-1 ICD is required for the formation of the 3� and 4� den-

drites and that the addition of GFP or YFP at the C terminus per-

turbs its function.

What is the function of the DMA-1 ICD? Does it interact with a

downstream effector to control dendritic branching? We first

noticed that the DMA-1 ICD contained a putative WIRS motif,

which could potentially allow DMA-1 to recruit the WRC to mem-

branes through a direct WIRS/WRC interaction (Chen et al.,

2014a). However, our in vitro GST pull-down assay failed to

detect a significant interaction between the DMA-1 ICD and the

WRC (data not shown). Furthermore, mutating the WIRS motif

in animals did not affect dendritic branching (Figures S5A–S5E),

suggesting that the WIRS motif is not important to the function

of the DMA-1 ICD. Further analysis of the DMA-1 ICD identified

its last four amino acid residues as a putative type II PDZ binding

motif (Lee and Zheng, 2010). To test whether this motif is impor-

tant for DMA-1’s function, we expressed amutant form of DMA-1

that lacked the last four residues (DMA-1D4AA) in dma-1 null mu-

tants. We found that the animals also exhibited significantly

reduced numbers of the 4� dendrites, to a level similar to those

observed in the DMA-1 DICDendo and the DMA-1::YFPendo ani-

mals (Figures 2F–2I and S4C–S4E). Thus, DMA-1 likely trans-

duces signals through its PDZ binding motif to a downstream

PDZ domain-containing protein(s). This prompted us to test

whether the ICDof DMA-1 could interact with TIAM-1, which con-

tains a PDZ-like domain (hereafter referred to as PDZ domain)
-1 Is Required for Dendrite Formation

arbors in animals of indicated genotypes. Arrows: 4� branches. Arrowheads: 2�

sed to express full-length DMA-1 (C), DMA-1 without the last 68 amino acids in

d DMA-1 without the last four amino acids in the intracellular domain (F). Scale

anterior to the PVD cell body. Data were obtained using 20 animals for each

was used for statistical analysis. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.001. ***p < 0.0001. n.s., not

r GST-TIAM-1 PDZ domains as bait andMBP-taggedDMA-1 ICDs as prey. The

ates retained prey proteins.

FP in animals of indicated genotypes. Arrows: 3�/4� branches labeled by

dritic arbors in animals of indicated genotypes. Arrows: 4� branches. Scale bar

PVD cell body. Data were obtained using 20, 20, 15, 13, and 20 animals for each

was used for statistical analysis. **p < 0.001. ***p < 0.0001. n.s., not significant.



(Demarco et al., 2012). For this, we performed GST pull-down

experiments by using recombinantly purified maltose-binding

protein (MBP)-tagged DMA-1 ICD and GST-tagged TIAM-1

PDZ. We found that the immobilized GST-TIAM-1 PDZ, but not

GST, was able to retain MBP-DMA-1 ICD (Figure 2J). Further-

more, deleting the putative PDZ binding motif from DMA-1 ICD

(MBP-DMA-1 ICDD4AA) or mutating two conserved amino acids

predicted to be located at the binding pocket of the TIAM-1 PDZ

domain (PDZ KL/AA) specifically abolished the binding

(Figure 2J).

To directly test if DMA-1 recruits TIAM-1 to dendritic branch-

ing sites in vivo, we expressed TIAM-1::GFP in PVD and

compared its localization between wild-type and dma-1 D ICD

mutants (Figures 2K and 2L). During the formation of 3� and 4�

branches, TIAM-1::GFP exhibits punctate localization along the

1� dendrite, is almost undetectable on the 2� dendrite, and

shows strong localization on the 3� and 4� dendrites. The striking
contrast between the 2� and 3� or 4� branches indicates that

TIAM-1 is indeed enriched in the newly formed 3� and 4�

branches in the wild-type animals, with 20 out of 23 wild-type

animals showing TIAM-1::GFP positive 3� or 4� branches. This

enrichment is largely gone in the dma-1 (wy908)mutants, where

only three out of 27 dma-1 (wy908) animals showed TIAM-1::

GFP positive 3� or 4� branches, indicating that the intracellular

domain of DMA-1 recruits TIAM-1 (Figures 2K and 2L). Further-

more, the TIAM-1::GFP puncta along the primary dendrite

were not affected by the dma-1 mutation, suggesting that the

dma-1 mutation specifically affected the enrichment of TIAM-1

on newly formed branches but not overall protein synthesis

and folding (Figures 2K and 2L).

To further confirm if the intracellular domain of DMA-1 primar-

ily acts by recruiting TIAM-1, we testedwhether directly tethering

TIAM-1 to DMA-1 could substitute for the function of the DMA-1

ICD. For this, we created a fusion construct, PVD>dma-1DICD::

tiam-1, in which we deleted the entire cytoplasmic domain of

DMA-1 and replaced it with the full-length TIAM-1. In control ex-

periments, where TIAM-1 was not tethered to DMA-1 when ex-

pressed in dma-1 null mutants, no rescue could be observed

(Figures 2M and 2O). In contrast, when TIAM-1 was tethered to

DMA-1 D ICD, it significantly rescued 3� and 4� branches (Fig-

ures 2N and 2O), suggesting that tethering TIAM-1 to DMA-1 is

largely sufficient to carry out the signaling function of DMA-1

ICD in PVD dendrite morphogenesis. It is worth noting that the

tethered TIAM-1 also resulted in many ectopic branches, which

might be due to the constitutive association between TIAM-1

and DMA-1 in this construct (Figure 2N). Based on this

result, and together with the above results of the subcellular

localization of TIAM-1, the direct interaction between TIAM-1

and DMA-1, and the similar phenotypes between tiam-1 and

dma-1 DICDendo, we conclude that the DMA-1 ICD acts by re-

cruiting the TIAM-1 RacGEF through a PDZ domain interaction,

which may increase local concentrations of active Rac to pro-

mote actin polymerization.

HPO-30 Associates with DMA-1
While dma-1 DICDendo mutants showed strong defects in the 4�

dendrite formation, they retained most of the 3� branches and a

small number of 4� branches (Figures S4A and S4C–S4E). This

was different from the dma-1 null allele, which completely
lacked the 3� and 4� dendrites (Figures 2B and 2G–2I), sug-

gesting that DMA-1 might signal to other protein(s) independent

of its intracellular domain. We hypothesized that DMA-1 may

act together with another dendritic receptor. A previous study

by Smith et al. (2013) showed that HPO-30, a dendritic clau-

din-like protein, regulates dendrite branching and stabilization.

Like DMA-1, HPO-30 also functions cell autonomously in PVD

neurons. Loss of hpo-30 similarly abolished the formation of

3� and 4� branches (Figures 3A, 3B, and 3E–3G). Moreover,

the dma-1; hpo-30 double mutants did not further enhance or

suppress the dendritic branching defects observed in single

mutant animals (Figures 3B–3G), consistent with the notion

that dma-1 and hpo-30 might act in the same genetic pathway

for dendrite formation.

We next sought to determine whether HPO-30 and DMA-1

physically interact with each other to form a receptor complex.

We first used a co-immunoprecipitation assay, which showed

that MYC-tagged HPO-30 co-precipitated with hemagglutinin

(HA)-tagged DMA-1 from Drosophila S2 cells (Figure 3H).

To further validate the interaction in vivo, we quantitatively

measured fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)

between DMA-1::GFPnovo2 and HPO-30::mCherry molecules

using two-photon fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy in

live animals (Lee et al., 2009; Yasuda et al., 2006). When

DMA-1::GFPnovo2 was co-expressed with HPO-30::mCherry

in the PVD neuron, the lifetime of DMA-1::GFPnovo2 was signif-

icantly reduced (Figure 3I), suggesting that the fluorophores un-

derwent strong FRET and that the two receptors were in close

proximity. In contrast, co-expression of DMA-1::GFPnovo2

with two other claudin-like proteins, K10D6.2::mCherry or

CLC-1::mCherry, did not affect the lifetime of DMA-1::GFPnovo2

(Figures 3J and 3K), suggesting the observed FRET between

DMA-1::GFPnovo2 and HPO-30::mCherry was specific. Quanti-

fication of the fluorescence lifetime images suggested that a

large fraction of DMA-1::GFPnovo2 (�30%) bound to HPO-

30::mCherry in two independent transgenes, whereas the con-

trol proteins exhibited no binding to DMA-1::GFPnovo2 (Fig-

ure 3L). We note that the interaction between DMA-1 and

HPO-30 was not affected in sax-7 null mutants (Figure 3L), sug-

gesting that the interaction is likely independent of the binding of

extracellular ligands. Combining the in vitro and in vivo analysis,

we conclude that HPO-30 acts as a signaling co-organizer of

DMA-1 to drive dendrite morphogenesis.

HPO-30 Is Not Required for the Binding between DMA-1
Receptor and the Co-ligand Complex
Previously we have shown that DMA-1 uses its extracellular

domain to assemble a co-ligand complex through direct interac-

tions with three epidermis/muscle proteins, SAX-7, MNR-1, and

LECT-2 (Zou et al., 2016). Knowing that HPO-30 acts as a

signaling co-organizer of DMA-1, we sought to determine

whether HPO-30 is also a component of this multi-protein recep-

tor-ligand complex and whether HPO-30 affects the assembly of

the complex. For this, we performed single-molecule pull-down

experiments using proteins expressed either in Drosophila S2

cells or in C. elegans (Jain et al., 2011, 2012; Zou et al., 2016).

In these experiments, HA- or FLAG-tagged proteins were immo-

bilized by biotinylated anti-HA or anti-FLAG antibodies bound to

a quartz cover slide coated with NeutrAvidin, where the HA- or
Developmental Cell 45, 362–375, May 7, 2018 367
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Figure 3. HPO-30 Interacts with DMA-1 Both In Vivo and In Vitro

(A–D) Representative confocal images showing themorphologies of PVD dendritic arbors in animals of indicated genotypes. Arrows: 4� branches in thewild-type

animals. Arrowheads: 2� branches that failed to form 4� or even 3� branches. Scale bar represents 50 mm.

(E–G) Quantification of the number of 2�, 3�, and 4� branches in a region 100 mm anterior to the PVD cell body. Data were obtained using 20 animals for each

genotype and are presented as mean ± SEM. One-sided ANOVA with Tukey test was used for statistical analysis. **p < 0.001. ***p < 0.0001. n.s., not significant.

(H) Western blot of co-immunoprecipitation (IP) experiments. DMA-1-HA was used as the bait.

(I–K) Fluorescence lifetime images of PVD neurons expressing DMA-1::GFPnovo2 with HPO-30::mCherry or with negative controls K10D6.2::mCherry or

CLC-1::mCherry. Heatmap represents measured fluorescence lifetime of DMA-1::GFPnovo2. Shorter life time (red signal) corresponds to higher FRET efficiency

and stronger interaction. Arrows: DMA-1::GFPnovo2 co-expressed with HPO-30::mCherry exhibit short lifetime in 4� branches of wild-type PVD neurons. Scale

bar represents 10 mm.

(L) Quantification of the images in (I)–(K), showing the fraction of DMA-1::GFPnovo2 bound to mCherry-tagged proteins. Data are represented as mean ± SEM,

with 20 animals quantified for each genotype. ***p < 0.001 by Student’s t test. n.s., not significant.
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Figure 4. HPO-30 Is Dispensable for the Formation of Receptor-Ligand Complex

(A) Schematic showing the experimental design of the single-molecule pull-down (SiMPull) assay.

(B) Representative TIRF images showing single molecules labeled with GFP or red fluorescent protein retained on the cover slides. Scale bar represents 10 mm.

Composition of indicated group IDs is shown in (C).

(C) Quantification of the SiMPull experiments using proteins expressed from S2 cells.

(D) Quantification of the SiMPull experiments using proteins extracted from worm lysates.
FLAG-tagged proteins acted as bait proteins. Fluorescent pro-

tein-tagged prey proteins that were retained by the immobilized

bait proteins were determined by quantifying the intensity and

colocalization of fluorescent signals using single-molecule total

internal reflection (TIRF) microscopy (Figure 4A) (Jain et al.,

2011, 2012).

In the first set of experiments, the potential prey proteins

included different combinations of SAX-7::HA, MNR-1::FLAG,

LECT-2::FLAG, DMA-1::RFP, and HPO-30::GFP expressed

from Drosophila S2 cells. When all five proteins were present,

DMA-1::RFP and HPO-30::GFP were efficiently retained by

SAX-7::HA (group 2 in Figures 4B and 4C). Removing the bait,

SAX-7::HA, from the reaction (group 1 in Figures 4B and 4C) re-

vealed little to no background binding of DMA-1::RFP and HPO-

30::GFP to the cover slide.Whenwe examined the colocalization

of the two channels, we found that 56.1% of DMA-1::RFP

speckles colocalized with HPO-30::GFP, consistent with the

notion that HPO-30 and DMA-1 form a signaling co-organizer
complex. When MNR-1 or LECT-2 was excluded from the reac-

tion (groups 3 and 4 in Figure 4C, respectively), SAX-7 no longer

retained either DMA-1 or HPO-30 efficiently, consistent with our

previous results (Zou et al., 2016) and suggesting that formation

of a SAX-7-DMA-1-HPO-30 complex requires both MNR-1 and

LECT-2. Furthermore, when HPO-30::GFP was excluded from

the reaction, the pull-down efficiency for DMA-1::RFP was not

affected (group 2 versus group 5 in Figures 4B and 4C), suggest-

ing that HPO-30 was not required for DMA-1 to complex with

SAX-7. In contrast, when DMA-1::RFP was removed from the re-

action, HPO-30::GFP could no longer be retained (group 6 in Fig-

ure 4C), indicating that HPO-30 itself did not bind to SAX-7 and

likely formed a SAX-7-DMA-1-HPO-30 complex through an

interaction with DMA-1.

In a second, orthogonal set of experiments, we repeated the

single-molecule immunoprecipitation assays by using proteins

expressed from C. elegans to validate their interactions in vivo.

In these experiments, DMA-1::FLAG was used as bait. Similar
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numbers of LECT-2::GFP and SAX-7::mCherry were retained by

DMA-1::FLAG in both hpo-30(+) and hpo-30(�) strains (Fig-

ure 4D), consistent with the above results that HPO-30 was not

required for DMA-1 to form the extracellular receptor-ligand

complex. As a control, the receptor-ligand complex was disrup-

ted in mnr-1 mutants (Figure 4D), consistent with our previous

observation that formation of a stable receptor-ligand complex

requires the presence of all four proteins (DMA-1, SAX-7,

MNR-1, and LECT-2). Together, our results suggest that HPO-

30 does not directly contribute to the formation of the recep-

tor-ligand complex. Instead, HPO-30may function as a signaling

co-organizer through a direct interaction with DMA-1.

The Intracellular Domain of HPO-30 Binds to the WRC
The results above suggest that although HPO-30 is required for

the DMA-1-mediated dendrite branching, it does not act by facil-

itating the formation of the extracellular receptor-ligand com-

plex. Therefore, we hypothesized that HPO-30 may function

through intracellular signaling. Like claudin proteins, HPO-30

has four transmembrane helices and a short C-terminal ICD

(51 amino acids for HPO-30). To test our hypothesis, we asked

whether the ICD of HPO-30 directly interacts with TIAM-1 or

the WRC, the two actin regulators required for PVD dendrite

morphogenesis (Figures 1D–1H).

We first asked if HPO-30 binds to TIAM-1, based on the obser-

vation that the HPO-30 ICD also contained a putative PDZ bind-

ing motif at the last four amino acids, and that although the

DMA-1 ICD interacted with TIAM-1, the dma-1 DICDendo mu-

tants showed less severe defects in dendritic branching than

the tiam-1 mutants. However, we did not detect an interaction

between HPO-30 ICD and the TIAM-1 PDZ domain in a GST

pull-down assay (Figure S6A). Furthermore, unlike DMA-1,

HPO-30 lacking the putative PDZ binding motif (HPO-30 D5AA)

was still able to fully restore the branching defect of the hpo-30

null mutants (Figures S6B–S6F). Therefore, the putative PDZ

binding motif in the HPO-30 ICD is not important for dendritic

branching. HPO-30 likely interacts with a different binding part-

ner to mediate branch formation.

We next asked if HPO-30 ICD interacted with the WRC using

our GST pull-down approach. Indeed, the immobilized GST-

HPO-30 ICD specifically retained a recombinantly purified,

MBP-tagged C. elegans WRC ((MBP)3-ceWRC), but not the

(MBP)2 tag or a subcomplex containing only WAVE, ABI, and

HSPC300 ((MBP)3-ceSubcomplex) (Figure 5A). These results

suggest that the HPO-30 ICDmay recruit the intactWRC through

a direct interaction. The HPO-30 ICD does not appear to contain

a WIRS peptide motif, suggesting it may use a novel mechanism

to bind theWRC (Chen et al., 2014a; Chia et al., 2014). The HPO-

30 ICD similarly interacted with the recombinantly purified hu-

man WRC (hWRC), suggesting that the interaction is conserved

(Figure 5B). To map the binding region, we performed an alanine

scan experiment by systematically mutating residues throughout

the HPO-30 ICD to alanine, and then examined how the muta-

tions affected the binding in pull-down assays. Due to technical

difficulties in obtaining an adequate amount of ceWRC, for the

assays below we used hWRC, which we could obtain in larger

quantities. Our analysis suggested that many regions of the

HPO-30 ICD contributed to the binding. In Figure 5B, by replac-

ing strings of five amino acids with alanines, we found that
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mutating residues in the C-terminal half of the ICD appreciably

reduced binding between the HPO-30 ICD and the WRC,

including residues 21–47 but not the last four residues (putative

PDZ motif). In contrast, mutating residues in the N-terminal half

of the ICD did not affect the binding (except for residues

11–15, which, when mutated, did reduce binding), suggesting

that the C-terminal half of the HPO-30 ICDmakes a major contri-

bution to the interaction.

To test if the direct interaction between HPO-30 and the WRC

is important for dendrite branch formation in vivo, we expressed

four of the HPO-30 alanine scan mutants in hpo-30 null strains

and evaluated their ability to restore branch formation. Consis-

tent with the above in vitro binding results, mutating the N-termi-

nal residues of the HPO-30 ICD (residues 6–10 or 16–20) rescued

the dendritic branching defect to an extent comparable with the

wild-type HPO-30 rescue, whereas mutating the C-terminal res-

idues (residues 21–25 or 41–45) failed to fully rescue the dendritic

defects (Figures 5C–5J). Combining both the in vitro and in vivo

results, we conclude that the signaling co-organizer HPO-30

acts though the WRC to promote branch formation.

The ICDs of HPO-30 and DMA-1 Act Synergistically
The above evidence raises an intriguing model whereby the

DMA-1-HPO-30 signaling co-organizer complex cooperates

by recruiting TIAM-1 and theWRC to close proximity to orches-

trate actin polymerization, which in turn drives exuberant den-

dritic branching. To test the synergy between DMA-1 and

HPO-30, we compared the effects of individually perturbing

each interaction versus simultaneously disrupting both binding

events in vivo.

We first perturbed the HPO-30-WRC interaction by expressing

anHPO-30 lacking the last ten amino acids of the ICD, taggedwith

GFP on its C terminus (HPO-30D10AA::GFP). This construct was

expressed under a PVD neuron-specific promoter in hpo-30 null

mutants. Compared with expression of a full-length HPO-30

taggedwithGFP (HPO-30::GFP),HPO-30D10AA::GFPconstructs

was expressed at similar levels and properly localized to dendritic

surface (Figures S3C andS3D), suggesting that deletion of the last

ten amino acids did not affect protein folding or trafficking.

Compared with the rescuing ability of the full-length HPO-

30::GFP, HPO-30D10AA::GFP was able to rescue 20.4% of the

4� branches and 53.6% of the 3� branches (Figures 6A–6D and

6G–6I). This result corroborates the above alanine scan experi-

ments, which showed that the C-terminal half of the HPO-30

ICD is critical for binding the WRC. Moreover, these data indicate

that, by disrupting the HPO-30-mediated signaling, the DMA-1-

TIAM-1 signaling alone can support 3� branching to some degree

but was not sufficient for 4� branch formation.

Similarly, we perturbed the DMA-1-TIAM-1 interaction by in-

serting a ZF1-YFP cassette at the C terminus of DMA-1 in the

endogenous dma-1 locus (DMA-1::ZF1::YFP). Compared with

the wild-type strains, the knock-in animals reduced the 3� den-

dritic branches to 50.2% and the 4� branches to 17.6% (Figures

S4B–S4E). This result indicates that, by disrupting the DMA-1-

TIAM-1 interaction, the HPO-30-WRC interaction alone can

largely support 3� branching but was not sufficient for growing

the 4� branches.
Finally, we simultaneously disrupted both interactions by

combining these two genetic manipulations. For this, we created
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Figure 5. HPO-30 Interacts with the WRC

(A and B) Coomassie-blue-stained SDS-PAGE gel showing GST-HPO-30 ICD pull-down of C. elegansWRC (A) and human WRC (B). In (A), the input lanes were

loaded with 3 pmol of the MBP-tagged proteins. In (B), GST-HPO-30 ICDs with indicated alanine scan mutations were compared. The numbers in the name of

each construct indicate the position of the mutated amino acids in the cytosolic part of HPO-30 (the last 51 amino acids). D4AA means deletion of the last four

amino acids of HPO-30.

(C–G) Representative confocal images showing the morphologies of PVD dendritic arbors. PVD was labeled by GFP fused to the re-expressed wild-type or

mutant forms of HPO-30 in hpo-30 null mutant animals. Arrows: 4� branches in fully rescued animals. Arrowheads: 2� branches that failed to form 4� branches.
Scale bar represents 50 mm.

(H–J) Quantification of the number of 2�, 3�, and 4� branches in a region 100 mm anterior to the PVD cell body. Data are represented as mean ± SEM, with

15 animals quantified for each genotype. One-sided ANOVA with Dunnett’s test was used for statistical analysis. **p < 0.001. ***p < 0.0001. n.s., not significant.

See also Figures S3 and S6.
a strain that contained both the hpo-30 null and DMA-1::

ZF1::YFP knock-in backgrounds, and expressed HPO-30D

10AA::GFP driven by a PVD neuron-specific promoter. In

contrast to the milder effects seen in animals with a single inter-

action disruption, the doubly disrupted animals completely failed

tomake 3� and 4� branches (Figures 6F–6I), demonstrating a syn-
ergistic effect of losingboth theHPO-30-WRCandDMA-1-TIAM-

1 interactions. Together, these results suggest that HPO-30 and

DMA-1 act synergistically to colocalize two distinct actin regula-

tors to promote F-actin assembly at the dendritic branching loci.

This synergy is required for the establishment of branched arbors

and is particularly critical for the higher order dendritic branches.
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Figure 6. Synergy between HPO-30 and DMA-1 Is Required for Dendrite Formation

(A–F) Representative confocal images showing themorphologies of PVD dendritic arbors in animals of indicated genotypes. Delta 10AAmeans deletion of the last

ten amino acids of HPO-30. Arrows: 4� branches in the wild-type worms and hpo-30 mutant animals carrying a functional transgene. Arrowheads: 2� branches
that failed to form 4� or even 3� branches. Scale bar represents 50 mm.

(G–I) Quantification of the number of 2�, 3�, and 4� branches in a region 100 mmanterior to the PVD cell body. Data are represented asmean ± SEMwith at least 15

animals quantified for each genotype. One-sided ANOVAwith Tukey test was used for statistical analysis. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.001. ***p < 0.0001. n.s., not significant.
DISCUSSION

HPO-30 Functions as a Signaling Co-organizer of DMA-1
Several lines of evidence support the notion that HPO-30 is a

signaling co-organizer of DMA-1. First, both the hpo-30 and

dma-1 null mutants showed similar phenotypes. In bothmutants,

the 3� and 4� dendrites were completely missing. Among all the

mutants that we have isolated with defective PVD dendrite

morphology, only these two mutants showed nearly identical

phenotypes. Second, both hpo-30 and dma-1 functioned cell

autonomously in PVD to regulate arbor morphology. Third,

hpo-30; dma-1 double mutants showed similar phenotypes to

the single mutants, suggesting that they likely function in the

same genetic pathway. Fourth, HPO-30 and DMA-1 physically

interact with each other both in vivo and in vitro.

Interestingly, HPO-30 did not appear to participate in the for-

mation of the inter-cellular ligand-receptor complex, because it

did not enhance the binding between DMA-1 and other compo-

nents of the complex and was dispensable for the complex for-

mation. However, these in vitro assays might not provide suffi-

cient sensitivity to detect the contribution of HPO-30 to ligand
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binding. HPO-30 has four transmembrane domains and two

extracellular loops, which contain the signature cysteine motif

characteristic of the claudin-family proteins. Claudins form tight

junctions through homotypic interactions both in trans and in cis

(Krause et al., 2008). The crystal structure of a claudin showed

that the cis interactions were responsible for concentrating clau-

dins into clusters, while the trans interactions were important for

juxtaposition of the opposing membranes in close proximity (Su-

zuki et al., 2014). It is conceivable that the HPO-30-DMA-1 inter-

action on PVD membrane may increase the local concentration

of DMA-1 to promote ligand binding. Consistent with this notion,

the deletion variant of HPO-30 lacking the ICD that binds to the

WRC showed amilder phenotype compared with the hpo-30 null

mutants, suggestive of additional functions of HPO-30.

Actin Regulators Act DownstreamofDMA-1 andHPO-30
to Form Dendritic Branches
It is well established that actin plays a critical role in neuron

morphogenesis. Therefore, it is not surprising that mutations in

major actin regulators such as WRC, Rac family of small

GTPases (W.Z. and K.S, unpublished result), or TIAM-1 would



Figure 7. DMA-1 and HPO-30 Link Extrinsic Signals to Intracellular
Regulation of the Actin Cytoskeleton to Control Dendrite Branching

Cartoon representation showing our current understanding of how the DMA-1-

HPO-30 protein complex promotes dendrite formation.
perturb PVD morphology (Aguirre-Chen et al., 2011; Smith et al.,

2010). Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare the loss-of-func-

tion phenotypes between the actin regulators and those of

dma-1 and hpo-30. The actin regulator mutants displayed

dramatically simplified dendritic arbors with reduced branch

numbers, but the overall menorah shapes were maintained. In

dma-1, hpo-30, or sax-7 mutants, the menorah shapes were

lost due to the complete absence or disruption of the 3� and 4�

branches. This is consistent with the notion that the DMA-1-

HPO-30 receptor complex and their extracellular ligands serve

as the topmost signaling cue to initiate the morphogenesis

events. DMA-1 and HPO-30 subsequently recruit and direct

the actin regulators to the desired subcellular loci, with DMA-1

binding to the RacGEF TIAM1 and HPO-30 binding to the

WRC, respectively. These interactions appear to be important

for dendrite formation because perturbing these interactions

with mutations in dma-1 or hpo-30 resulted in reduction of the

3� and 4� branches. The reduction of 4� branches is particularly

dramatic, hinting that a higher level of signalingmight be required

to form the 4� branches.
Our genetic experiments demonstrated that the synergy be-

tween the WRC and TIAM-1 recruitments was essential for

high-order branches. Missing one of the two interactions only

led to a mild reduction of the 3� branches and a strong, but

incomplete, reduction of the 4� branches. In contrast, missing

both interactions resulted in a complete loss of both 3� and 4�

branches. The simultaneous recruitment of the WRC and

TIAM-1 to the receptor-associated signaling complex can

potentially not only increase the amplitude of actin assembly

by increasing the local concentration of active Rac and the

WRC but also enhance the spatial precision of signaling. Another

interesting question is whether DMA-1 or HPO-30 simply recruits

and organizes actin regulators, or whether the binding interac-

tions further activate the actin regulators. Future experiments
to directly measure the activity of actin regulators will shed light

on this question.

Analogous Signaling Strategies Are Likely Used to
Achieve Spatial Specificity of the F-Actin-Based
Morphogenesis
It is well established that the Rac-WRC-Arp2/3 signaling axis

plays important roles in controlling actin polymerization and

membrane protrusion to drive cell morphogenesis, especially

in neurons (Dent et al., 2011; Lowery and Vactor, 2009). It is

not well understood how these molecules achieve high spatial

and temporal specificity in directing F-actin assembly during a

morphogenesis event. Many studies have shown that axon guid-

ance receptors can directly interact with Rac-specific GEFs,

which can elevate localized activation of Rac at membranes of

action. For example, the ROBO receptor in Drosophila was

shown to recruit the SOS RacGEF through the adaptor protein

Dock (Yang and Bashaw, 2006). Similarly, the DCC receptor

binds to the DOCK180 RacGEF using its intracellular domain

(Li et al., 2008) and the Frazzled receptor (Drosophila homolog

of DCC) can recruit a distinct RacGEF, TRIO (Forsthoefel et al.,

2005). These studies suggest that while the exact molecular

components may be different, the interactions between recep-

tors and GEFs may be generally utilized to provide specificity

of Rac activation.

On the other hand, membrane receptors could also achieve

spatial specificity by directly interacting with the Rac effector

WRC. Our biochemical, structural, and genetic work showed

that numerous receptors, including DCC, ROBO, and Frazzled,

can potentially recruit the WRC to membranes using a short

WIRS peptide motif found in their ICDs (Chen et al., 2014a;

Chia et al., 2014). It is plausible that the aforementionedWIRS re-

ceptors could further enhance the spatial specificity of signaling

by scaffolding the RacGEFs and theWRC to close proximity. Our

work provides direct evidence supporting this hypothesis by

showing that the WRC and RacGEF TIAM-1 can be synergisti-

cally recruited to promote dendrite branching (Figure 7). The

fact that, in this specific case, the colocalization of the WRC

and GEF is facilitated by a receptor-associated signaling com-

plex, and that HPO-30 uses a novel mechanism to bind the

WRC, further suggests that such synergistic recruitments might

be more prevalent in cells and might be afforded by a larger

spectrum of interaction mechanisms than currently realized.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse anti-HA Sigma Cat#: H3663; RRID: AB_262051

Rabbit anti-MYC Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-789; RRID:AB_631274

Mouse anti-FLAG Sigma Cat# F2555; RRID:AB_796202

Bacterial and Virus Strains

OP50 Caenorhabditis Genetics Center https://cgc.umn.edu/strain/OP50

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Glutathione Sepharose 4B beads GE Healthcare Cat# 17075605

Amylose beads New England Biolabs Cat# E8021L

Source 15Q beads GE Healthcare Cat# 17094705

Source 15S beads GE Healthcare Cat# 17094405

Anti-HA affinity gel Sigma-Aldrich Cat# E6779

GST-TIAM-1 PDZ (a.a. QRKRE.VNKKT) This paper N/A

GST-TIAM-1 PDZ KL/AA (with a.a. VRKTNGRLGL

mutated to VRATNGRAGL)

This paper N/A

GST-DMA-1 ICD (a.a. RERQY.SYFGI) This paper N/A

GST-HPO-30 ICD and various Alanine scan

mutants (a.a. TSKHA.DDSSM)

This paper N/A

MBP-DMA-1 ICD (a.a. RERQY.SYFGI) This paper N/A

MBP-DMA-1 ICD D4AA (a.a. RERQY.KPGSS) This paper N/A

MBP-HPO-30 ICD (a.a. TSKHA.DDSSM) This paper N/A

MBP-HPO-30 ICD D4AA (a.a. TSKHA.VVIDD) This paper N/A

Recombinant CeWRC, including His6-Gex2 FL,

His6-Gex3 FL, MBP-WVE (1-193), MBP-Abi (1-159),

and MBP-HSPC300 FL

This paper N/A

Recombinant hWRC, including His6-hSra1 FL,

His6-hNap1 FL, MBP-hWAVE1 (1-178), MBP-hAbi2 (1-158),

and (MBP)2-HSPC300 FL

Chen et al., 2014a N/A

Critical Commercial Assays

Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase New England Biolabs Cat # M0530S

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

Drosophila S2 cells Invitrogen Cat # R69007; Cell Line: Schneider 2

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

C. elegans strains, see Table S1 This paper N/A

Software and Algorithms

ImageJ NIH https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Kang

Shen (kangshen@stanford.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

C. elegans strains were grown on nematode growth medium (NGM) plates seeded with OP50 E. coli. Worm strains were maintained

at 20�C or room temperature (22.5�C). N2 Bristol was used as the wild-type strain. A list of C. elegans strains used in this study is

shown in Table S1.
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METHOD DETAILS

DNA Manipulations and Transgenes
Most of the plasmid constructs were generated in pSMdelta vector backbone (a derivative of pPD49.26). Transgenes expressed

from extrachromosomal arrays were generated using standard gonad transformation by injection (Mello and Fire, 1995).

Pmyo-2>mcherry, Pmyo-2>gfp, Pmyo-3>mcherry, Podr-1>gfp, Podr-1>rfp, Punc-122>rfp or unc-119(+) plasmid was injected at

2–40 ng/ml as co-injection markers.

CRISPR/Cas9-Mediated Genome Editing
To generate mutations to perturb the function of the intracellular domain of DMA-1, Peft-3>cas9 (50 ng/ml) (Dickinson et al., 2013),

U6>dma-1-sg#1 (50 ng/ml, target sequence: 5’-GTGTGTTTGCCATCGTGAG-3’) and Pmyo-3>mcherry (5 ng/ml) were injected into

wyIs592 (PVD>myr-gfp) strain. F1 worms with abnormal PVD dendritic morphology were rescued and F2 worms with 100% dendrite

morphogenesis defects were kept. The genomic DNA of dma-1 locus were amplified by PCR and sequenced.wy908 contained an 8

base pairs deletion that caused a frame shift leading to premature stop codons in the cytosolic domain of dma-1.

To insert a zf1::yfp (with floxed Cbr-unc-119 in one of the introns of yfp) cassette into the endogenous locus of dma-1,

zf1::yfp(+floxed Cbr-unc-119) was amplified from pJN601 and served as the repair template (Armenti et al., 2014). Two micro-

homology arms (40bp and 46 bp, respectively) were added onto the PCR primers (Paix et al., 2014). Peft-3>cas9 (50 ng/ml),

U6>dma-1-sg#2 (20 ng/ml, target sequence: 5’-G ATTCCACCAGCACCTCCAAAACC-3’), U6>dma-1-sg#3 (20 ng/ml, target

sequence: 5’-G CCAAAATAGGATGATCCAGGTTT -3’), U6>dma-1-sg#4 (20 ng/ml, target sequence: 5’-G GATGATCCA

GGTTTTGG-3’), repair template (10 ng/ml), Pmyo-2>mcherry (2 ng/ml), Pmyo-3>mcherry (5 ng/ml) and Podr-1>rfp (20 ng/ml)

were injected into unc-119(ed4) strain. dma-1(wy996) was isolated based on 100% non-unc and lack of red fluorescence protein

expression. wy1000 was generated by injecting Peft-3>Cre into wy996 strain to remove the floxed Cbr-119 (Dickinson et al.,

2013). Genomic DNA of dma-1::zf1::yfp was amplified by PCR and sequenced. No extra mutation was identified.

Isolation, Mapping and Cloning of wy917 Mutant
dma-1(wy908); wyIs592 worms at L4 stage were mutagenized with 50 mM ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS). Five F1 animals were

picked into each plate and F2 animals were screened under a fluorescent compound microscope for enhanced PVD dendrite

morphogenesis defects. wy917 was isolated from a screen of 3000 haploid genomes. Standard SNP-SNIP mapping and fosmid

transformation experiments were used to map and clone the gene affected by wy917 (Davis et al., 2005). act-4 genomic DNA

was amplified by PCR and sequenced to identify the causative mutation.

Confocal Imaging of C. elegans
Hermaphroditic C. elegans were anesthetized using 10 mM levamisole in M9 buffer, mounted on 2% agar pads and imaged using a

Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) with a Plan-Apochromat 40x/1.3NA objective (for most images showed in this study)

or a spinning disk confocal microscope with a 63x/1.4NA objective (for images showed in Figures 1I–1N, 5C–5G, S2, and S3). 15-30

Z-stacks (0.5 or 0.75 mm/step) were generated to cover the entire PVD dendritic arbors. Maximum-intensity projections were

generated using ZEN2009 software or ImageJ.

Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP)
To express proteins of interest for Co-IP experiments, Drosophila S2 cells were cultured in Schneider’s insect medium (Sigma)

according to the manufacturer’s description and transfected using Effectene (Qiagen). Three days after transfection, S2 cells

were harvested to prepare cell lysates. Anti-HA affinity gel (Sigma) was used to incubate with the cell lysates for 2 hr at 4�C with

rotation. The gel was washed with cell lysis buffer (1xPBS, 1% Triton X-100 and 1% protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)) three times.

Proteins were eluted at 65�C using 2% SDS elution buffer and detected using Western blot analysis with mouse antibody to HA

(1:1000, Sigma), rabbit antibody to Myc (1:2000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and HRP-conjugated goat antibodies to mouse

(1:20,000, Jackson Immuno Research).

Protein Purification and GST Pull-Down
Both the ceWRC and hWRC were recombinantly expressed and purified essentially as previously described (Chen et al., 2014b).

GST-tagged HPO-30 ICD and TIAM-1 PDZ were expressed in BL21 (DE3) T1R cells at 18�C overnight and purified using glutathione

sepharose beads (GE Healthcare). MBP-tagged HPO-30 ICD and DMA-1 ICD were similarly expressed and purified using amylose

beads (New England Biolabs). The tagged ICDs and PDZ domain were further purified using Source 15Q and/or Source 15S ion

exchange columns (GE Healthcare) before use.

GST pull-downwas performed as previously described (Chen et al., 2014a). Briefly, 130 to 300 pmol of GST-tagged bait and 130 to

300 pmol of prey proteins were mixed with 20 mL of glutathione Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) in 1 mL of pulldown buffer (20 mM

HEPES pH 7, 50 mM NaCl, 5% (w/v) glycerol and 5 mM b-mercaptoethanol) at 4�C for 30 min. After three washes using 1 mL of the

pulldown buffer, bound proteins were eluted with GST elution buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 50 mMNaCl, 5% (w/v) glycerol, 5 mM

b-mercaptoethanol and 30 mM reduced glutathione) and examined by SDS-PAGE.
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Two-Photon Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (2pFLIM)
FRET imaging using a custom-built two-photon fluorescence lifetime imaging microscope was conducted in Ryohei Yasuda’s

laboratory as previously described (Murakoshi et al., 2008, 2011; Yasuda, 2006). Briefly, worms expressing an integrated

PVD>dma-1::GFPnovo2 marker (with the GFPnovo2 inserted before the cytosolic domain of DMA-1 to avoid hindering the PDZ

binding motif) (Arakawa et al., 2008) were injected with extrachromosomal arrays carrying PVD>hpo-30::mcherry,

PVD>K10D6.2::mcherry or PVD>clc-1::mcherry. Expression and membrane localization of the proteins were verified using regular

fluorescent microscopy. During the 2pFLIM experiment, GFPnovo2 and mCherry were simultaneously excited with a Ti:sapphire

laser (Maitai, Spectraphysics) tuned at a wavelength of 920 nm. Fluorescent lifetime images were obtained using a time-correlated

single photon counting board (SPC-140; Becker and Hickl) controlled with custom software (Yasuda et al., 2006). The fluorescence

lifetime of GFPnovo2 was obtained as described before (Lee et al., 2009; Yasuda, 2006; Yasuda et al., 2006). The value is then set

as the fixed lifetime value for the free DMA-1::GFPnovo2 donors. PVD neurons co-expressing DMA-1::GFPnovo2 and

HPO-30::mCherry or one of the negative controls were then imaged using the same setting and FRET between GFPnovo2 and

mCherry were measured using 2pFLIM. The fraction of DMA-1::GFPnovo2 bound to HPO-30::mCherry or controls was calculated

by fitting the fluorescence lifetime curve with a double exponential function (Lee et al., 2009; Yasuda, 2006; Yasuda et al., 2006).

Single Molecule Pull-Down Assay (SiMPull)
SiMPull assay was performed as previously described (Zou et al., 2016). Briefly, Drosophila S2 cells over-expressing proteins of

interested were pelleted and lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.7, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mMMgCl2, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 1% Triton

X-100 with protease inhibitors) at 4�C for 1 hr. After centrifugation 16000g 15min, supernatants were collected and total protein

concentration for each sample was measured by BCA assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). C. elegans grown on twenty 6-cm NGM

plates were harvested to form ‘‘worm pearls’’ using a liquid nitrogen-based method. Worm pearls (300mg wet weight) were

thawed in 150 ml of lysis buffer (50 mMHEPES pH 7.7, 50 mMKCl, 2 mMMgCl2, 250mM sucrose, 1 mMEDTA pH 8.0, with protease

inhibitors). After sonication on ice (5’ pulse with 59’’ pause, 5 cycles) to break cuticle, 100 mM NaCl and 1% Triton X-100 were

added into solution and samples were rotated at 4�C for 1 hr. After centrifugation, supernatants were collected and total protein

concentration for each sample was measured by BCA assay. Worm and S2 cell lysates were adjusted by lysis buffer to desired

concentrations to achieve optimum density of fluorescent proteins on the surface of imaging slides (100-400 molecules in a

2000 mm2 imaging area).

Proteins immobilized on the imaging slides were visualized by a TIRFmicroscope equipped with excitation laser 488 nm (GFP) and

561 nm (mCherry or RFP), and DV2 dichroic 565dcxr dual-view emission filters (520/30 nm and 630/50 nm). 5-13 different regions of

the imaging surface were imaged and analyzed.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For C. elegans confocal imaging experiments, a 100 mm region anterior to the PVD cell body was selected to quantify the number of

the 2�, 3� and 4� branches in each genotype. For SiMPull experiments, single-molecule colocalization between GFP and mCherry

was calculated as previously described (Jain et al., 2011). Co-localization was defined if two molecules (labeled by mCherry and

GFP, respectively) were within a 2-pixel distance (�300 nm). Co-localization index equals to the number of molecules where

colocalization occurred divided by the total number of mCherry molecules. Statistical comparisons were conducted using Student’s

t-test (to test for differences between two groups) or one-sided ANOVA with the Tukey correction or Dunnett’s test (to test for

differences between three or more groups).
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